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Em                  D                  Em         D
Nights in white sat - in       Ne-ver reach-ing the end

C                  G                  F                  Em
Let - ters I've writ - ten       Ne-ver meaning to send

Em                  D                  Em         D
Beauty I've al - ways missed       With these eyes be - fore

C                  G                  F                  Em
Just what the truth is       I can't say an - y more       'Cause I
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\[17\] A A C C

love you Yes I love you Oh how I

\[21\] Em D Em D

love you Gaz ing at people some hand in hand

\[25\] Em D Em D

Gaz ing at people some hand in hand

\[29\] C G F Em

Just what I'm going through they can't understand
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33

\[\text{Em} \quad \text{D} \quad \text{Em} \quad \text{D} \]

love you

37

\[\text{C} \quad \text{G} \quad \text{F} \quad \text{Em} \]

Some try to tell me thoughts they cannot defend

Just what you want to be you will be in the end And I

41

\[\text{A} \quad \text{A} \quad \text{C} \quad \text{C} \]

Some try to tell me thoughts they cannot defend

Just what you want to be you will be in the end And I

45

\[\text{Em} \quad \text{D} \quad \text{Em} \quad \text{D} \quad \text{Em} \]

love you
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